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sony has released a new firmware update for the
sony a7r ii.the update has the following new

features: improvements in the jpeg compression for
remote shooting. improvements in the quick

performance mode and the start-up time. support
for remote shooting with the following camera

models: a7r ii, a7r ii (non-model m2), a6500, a6500
(non-model m2), a7s ii, a7s ii (non-model m2), a7s ii
(model m2), a7r iii, a7r iii (model m2), a7r iii (model
m2), a6500 (model m2), a6500 (model m2), a6500
(model m2) and a6500 (model m2). support for the

following sony cameras that use playmemories
camera apps and sony""s camera application service
software: a7r ii, a7r ii (non-model m2), a6500, a6500
(non-model m2), a7s ii, a7s ii (non-model m2), a7s ii
(model m2), a7r iii, a7r iii (model m2), a7r iii (model

m2), a6500 (model m2) and a6500 (model m2).
support for the following sony cameras that use the
image data storage service software: a7r ii, a6500,

a6500 (non-model m2), a7s ii, a7s ii (non-model
m2), a7s ii (model m2) and a7r iii. support for the

following sony cameras: g master ii, g master ii (non-
model m2) and g master ii (model m2). support for
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the following sony cameras that use the rear
connection service software: a7r ii, a7r ii (non-model

m2), a6500, a6500 (non-model m2), a7s ii, a7s ii
(non-model m2), a7s ii (model m2), a7r iii, a7r iii

(model m2), a6500 (model m2) and a6500 (model
m2). support for the following sony cameras that use
the playmemories camera service software: a6500,
a6500 (non-model m2), a7r iii, a7r iii (model m2),
a6500 (model m2), a6500 (model m2) and a6500

(model m2).
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i noticed on my test prints the noise reduction
output seemed more natural and less severe than

the denoise output from lr. but that was my one test
print. i'd be interested to see how it did on a more

evenly lit print. i am pretty certain the denoise
output from lr has gone through a ton of testing to
get it's current state. so, i'm going to stick with the
topaz tool and hope that it continues to improve for
future releases. i tested this plugin with the denoise
settings in lr and it still came out better than the lite
version of the topaz denoise plug-in. i would use this
for the time being until i can justify the price tag to
upgrade. one thing i didn't like about the plugin is

that the text in the preview window is almost
impossible to read, even in dark areas. i would have
preferred to be able to choose to see the preview in
either black & white or color. this was a minor point
for me because i can get by fine without the preview
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and i haven't noticed any difference. i'm still using lr
5.4.1 but i think i may try out this plugin. it looks like

a really good value for the price. it's a nice, easy
way to get on the road to lightroom 6 and a natural

upgrade from the denoise plug-in in lr. the only
problem i see is that the denoising tools aren't very
forgiving and you have to turn down the exposure
quite a bit to make it work. otherwise, it's an easy

way to go, and is a nice, easy tool to use in the
meantime. i prefer the denoise tool in lr to this. i had
it pretty good in lr 4 and think i had the denoise tool

set at about 60% strength. i just tried it in lr 5.4.1
and it seems to be at about 55%. the denoise tool is
very easy to use in this release, but there are some
issues like the cursor getting stuck on the canvas. it
is easier to use in a separate window, but even so,

the tool is pretty good. 5ec8ef588b
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